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Remnants of Irma to Move Through Tri-State; Northeast
...
https://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Weather-Forecast-New-York...
Scattered showers and thunderstorms are expected to dampen the tri-state area
Thursday and Friday, remnants from the once vicious, deadly Irma that ravaged south
Florida over the weekend.

NASa sees remnants of irma ready to exit Eastern US
phys.org › Earth › Earth Sciences
On Sept. 13 at 12:20 p.m. EDT (1620 UTC) the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer of MODIS instrument aboard NASA's Terra satellite provided a visible
image of the remnants of Hurricane Irma over the U.S. Midwest. The clouds stretched
from Missouri to the southern tip of Lake Michigan in the Great Lakes.

D.C.-area forecast: The remnants of Hurricane Irma â€¦
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2017/...
Thursday and Friday should see more Irma remnants rolling through the area with partly
to mostly cloudy skies, highs in the lower to middle 80s, moderate humidity, and â€¦

Hurricane Irma remnants on track to hit Northeast Ohio ...
https://www.cleveland.com/.../09/irma_remnants_on_track_to_impa.html
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https://www.cleveland.com/.../09/irma_remnants_on_track_to_impa.html
"Moisture from the remnants of Irma will drift northward with the weakening area of low
pressure Wednesday night into Thursday," said Marty Mullen, a meteorologist with the â€¦

Videos of remnants of irma
bing.com/videos

See more videos of remnants of irma

NASA-NOAA satellite shows extent of Irma's remnants
phys.org › Earth › Earth Sciences
NASA-NOAA's Suomi NPP satellite captured this image of Irma's remnant clouds on
Sept. 13 at 4 p.m. EDT (2000 UTC). The clouds extend from Missouri to the Mid-Atlantic
states. Credit: NOAA/NASA Goddard Rapid Response Team Satellite imagery showed
the large extent of the remnant clouds and rains from what was Hurricane Irma. Those â€¦

Remnants of Irma moving in, while September remains ...
fox59.com/2017/09/12/remnants-of-irma-moving-in-while-september...
Clouds continue to thicken as remnants of Irma approach the state! This will make for a
rather overcast, gray day, while keeping temperatures in check and well below normal for
mid-September (coolest since 1974). Rain chances remain fairly weak but some should
creep in by the afternoon.

Remnants of Irma Moves into Ohio River Valley this â€¦
https://www.wthr.com/article/remnants-of-irma-moves-into-ohio...
Indianapolis - Indiana, Indianapolis - Indiana clouds, rain, Irma, breezy - Remnants of
Irma Moves into Ohio River Valley this Week - Live Doppler 13 Blog - 13 WTHR
Indianapolis - Indianapolis - Indiana, Indianapolis - Indiana clouds, rain, Irma, breezy

Remnants of Irma coming to Central Pa. - ydr.com
https://www.ydr.com/.../13/remnants-irma-coming-central-pa/663670001
Remnants of Hurricane Irma will bring showers to Central Pennsylvania on Friday, and
the weekend will be warm and muggy, more like summer. The clouds and drizzle on
Wednesday weren't from what was Irma.

Meteorologist: Irma remnants likely headed our way ...
www.bostonherald.com/.../meteorologist_irma_remnants_likely_headed...
The final, tattered bits of Hurricane Irma could hit New England later this week in the form
of some rain showers, according to the National Weathe

NASA Sees Remnants of Irma Ready to Exit Eastern U.S.
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/irma-atlantic-ocean
NASA's Terra satellite and NOAA's GOES East satellite have been just two of the fleet of
satellites monitoring the life and death of former Hurricane Irma.

Workweek Weather: Irma remnants to bring showers â€¦
wtop.com › Weather News
High pressure which brought the cool, dry weather for several days here in the D.C. area
and most of the Northeast will finally be heading out to sea, steering Irma inland. Lots â€¦

Irma Remnants Expected In New Jersey As Hurricane â€¦
https://patch.com/new-jersey/pointpleasant/irma-remnants-expected...
Remnants of Hurricane Irma are expected to impact New Jersey and Pennsylvania over
the next few days while Jose, a Category 1 hurricane packing 105 mph winds, will cause
rip tides along the coast. Hurricane Jose could pose a bigger threat to the East Coast by
next week, forecasters say. But before that happens, Irma clouds will stretch from â€¦
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